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Seeds Planted

Continued from page 20

According to Tubbs, the overseeding market tumbled two years ago as courses that normally overseeded either eliminated the practice or cut back. For instance, some superintendents did away with overseeding of rough and fairways while retaining it on greens and tees.

“The combination of (an increase in) seed prices and fertilizer prices made them rethink about overseeding,” Tubbs said.

Tubbs also said that some places, Las Vegas for instance, have come full circle in their overseeding rates as a way to save money. When courses first started the practice, they were putting seed down at a rate of 250 pounds per acre and kept increasing until 800 pounds an acre was not uncommon with some superintendents using 1,000 pounds an acre. To reduce spending, Tubbs said some courses have lowered rates back to 250 pounds.

Courses that do oversee a distinct product that can’t be created any other way, said Tubbs, who wonders if the clubs that have cut back have harmed their businesses.

“What would the Masters be if the course was not overseeded with ryegrass?” Tubbs asked. “Seeing Augusta, there’s nothing more spectacular than a course overseeded with rye.”

Wayne Horman, the national accounts manager for Marysville, Ohio-based Scotts Professional Seed, agrees with Tubbs. He said he understands courses want to keep costs down, but other factors need to be considered when eliminating overseeding and those making such decisions need to ask, “If I don’t overseed, will I get the golfers?”

Convincing courses that overseeding is in their best benefit might be one way to improve sales, but Tubbs’ company, in his words, is “re-inventing the wheel.” For TMI and others it means developing products such as salt-tolerant ryegrasses or turfgrass with more rhizomes activity or ones that are drought-resistant. “We’ve been moving more towards varieties that are use-specific,” Tubbs said, also referring to them as “trait specific.”

Scotts is hoeing the same road and developing salt-tolerant ryegrass and drought-resistant varieties. Coming up with grasses that used less water was already in development, but the increasing costs of irrigation has given the process a boost, Horman said.

“That was the direction we were headed,” he added. “We’re just pushing that a little faster.”

Wingate says disease and drought resistance are the biggest drivers of new research and development because of water restrictions and water quality issues in many parts of the country. But he expects fewer new seed varieties will come to market over the next few years simply because demand is down.

Bryan Muntz, owner of Integra Seeds in Albany, Ore., is not as upbeat as the others that the market will soon turn upward. “I don’t think we’re at the bottom yet. I think we’re close,” he said.

Having been in the industry for nearly 20 years before founding his own company, Muntz said this is the biggest downturn the seed industry has seen in his career. He said virtually every kind and variety of grass is off in sales. In the past, if one variety of turf was down in sales, another was up.

“Usually, there’s something doing very well; right now we’re looking like everything seems to be down,” Muntz said, adding it was the complete opposite a few years ago during the building boom. “Everything was up and that doesn’t happen either.”

Like Rose, Muntz, sees the market coming back in two years.

“I’m very optimistic when we get to 2011,” he said. “This is a two-year stint. It’s a matter of us getting through. I will survive. I was prepared for this. I knew this was coming.”

The reason he said better days are ahead is seed sales eased off quicker than the slowdown in production, resulting in a large stockpile of seed. Once the excess is used, prices will rise, he said.

Another sign of optimism comes from Stacie Zinn, president of Environmental Turf Inc. in Avon Park, Fla., which produces environmentally friendly warm-season turfgrasses.

“We’re seeing an increase in the number of sod farms licensing or looking to license our proprietary turfgrasses,” Zinn said. “When a farm takes on a new variety, it may be a year to 18 months before it can harvest. So what this tells me is that sod producers are looking at the economy and the marketplace and are seeing that they’ll need inventory of new grasses when the market rebounds sometime next year.”

According to Rose, another reason the industry might turn is the increase of courses that are interseeding, the result of equipment manufacturers producing machines that have a better rate of germination.

“The key in the United States is interseeding,” Rose said. “We have to fix up the courses we have. The ones that are in good shape are the ones that will do well.”

Tubbs expects to survive the slump and looks ahead to better days.

“I think if you’re still in the industry, you have to be optimistic,” he said.

Horman is more cautious.

“I know when things rebound, things won’t come back like that,” he said, snapping his fingers.
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Superintendents square off over GCSAA’s certification program

To be or not to be a certified golf course superintendent? This has been a hot button in the golf course maintenance industry for years and continues to spark debate. Golfdom asked Christopher S. Gray Sr., golf course superintendent and general manager of the Marvel Golf Club in Benton, Ky., and Rafael Barajas, certified golf course superintendent of Hacienda Golf Club in La Habra Heights, Calif., to contest the benefits of the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America’s certification program in print. Gray says superintendents who are certified are not necessarily better superintendents than those who are not. Barajas believes superintendents will have better career opportunities if they are certified.

The certification discussion continues on the following page
POINT:
Certification program turns members into groups of ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’

by Christopher S. Gray Sr.

I believe a certification program in our industry is probably a good idea. I even agree with the position that fulfilling the stringent requirements to become a certified golf course superintendent is truly a personal choice that each one of us must make for ourselves. But that’s pretty much where I stop supporting the certification program.

While I applaud the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America’s effort to enhance the superintendent profession and image through the certification program, I loathe the unfortunate reality it has caused by driving a wedge between membership classes and transforming our association into the “haves” and “have nots.” The reality of the GCSAA certification program is it causes more problems within the membership of the association than it solves outside our industry.

I’m a “Class A” member by the current “class system” being used by the association. The only reason I’m a “Class A” member is because I was grandfathered in at that level during the great Professional Development Initiative debacle earlier this decade. I honestly could care less whether I’m classified as “Class A” or “SM” (Superintendent Member)” or “CGCS” (Certified Golf Course Superintendent) or whatever other arbitrary designation the GCSAA wants to give us. Personally, I would rather be seen as simply a “member” of the GCSAA, along with 21,000 other fellow turfgrass industry professionals.

Unfortunately, it appears this is not the sentiment the GCSAA wants to embrace. In fact, it can be easily seen that, through its marketing efforts, the GCSAA has placed a higher perceived value on “certified” superintendent members than the rest of us “non-certified” superintendent members. This incredibly self-serving perception that certified superintendents are somehow better than non-certified superintendents is what has been dividing the membership since the beginning of the certification program 38 years ago.

Earlier this year, I viewed footage from Continued on page 28
COUNTERPOINT:
You will only benefit yourself by becoming a certified superintendent

BY RAFAEL BARAJAS, CGCS

If you don’t carry the certified golf course superintendent designation (CGCS) behind your name, your employer is probably fine with that. In fact, it might be the reason they hired you in the first place. For years, I’ve heard people say, “My employer couldn’t care less if I get certified.” If that’s the case, they probably couldn’t care less about a lot of things. In turn, your unwillingness to challenge yourself to attain certification status says you agree and expect nothing more from your employer, your course or yourself. If your employer does not support the time, cost or commitment required for your certification, that view would also likely be reflected in every aspect of care at your course. Is that how you want to spend your career?

There’s a difference between those who understand the importance of continuing their education and those who choose complacency or the status quo. Lack of professional certification through the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America can be used as justification for a lower salary or fewer pay increases. That’s good for your employer, but what about you? It can also be used as leverage to keep you in place at your current course, rather than looking for the best career opportunities that may lie ahead. Again, that’s good for your employer, but it’s not good for you.

We all know there is a return on most every investment; in this case, the statistics of the GCSAA salary survey show the positive difference in salary of a certified golf course superintendent versus a superintendent who isn’t certified. You can question the statistics, metrics and the survey methods all day long, but the bottom line is this: Most of us who chose to challenge ourselves and attain certified status enjoy the rewards of our investment through some combination of better job satisfaction, respect and recognition among peers, higher pay, and/or better career opportunities.

Superintendents attain certification status for many different reasons. On paper, the letters CGCS stand for a lot more than ego or status. In the golf

Continued on page 30
Point

Continued from page 26

this year's annual, invitation-only certification luncheon held in New Orleans. This year’s guest speaker was Baseball Hall of Fame member Mike Schmidt. During his speech, Schmidt made the following remark, “I was sitting there thinking about this group that I’m here with today, and I sort of feel like I’m sitting in the hall of fame of golf course superintendents.”

While a nice compliment, I can’t help but wonder whether the certified superintendents and GCSAA staff in attendance actually agreed with what Schmidt was saying. Do they believe that certified superintendents are the hall-of-fame members of the association? While seemingly innocent in nature, Schmidt’s comments illustrate the exact problem non-certified members have with the certification program — that many of the certified superintendents truly believe they are the elite of the association and that the GCSAA supports and encourages that belief.

You must look no further than the certification page of the GCSAA Web site, where the very first sentence states, “GCSAA offers golf course superintendents a professional certification program enabling them to be recognized for their superior levels of achievement in golf course management.” Since when did building a portfolio, passing a written exam and being attested by fellow certified superintendents transform into “superior levels of achievement in golf course management?” I always thought “golf course management” took place on an actual golf course, not in a classroom setting.

This type of marketing directly infers that superintendents
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who become certified are superior in their professional abilities of managing a golf course to superintendents who haven’t become certified. I have a big problem with statements that actively endorse one classification of membership while passively downgrading all others. Believe me when I tell you I’m not alone in thinking this.

I’ve known many certified superintendents throughout the span of my career, and some of them are among the best superintendents I’ve ever seen. However, some of them, quite frankly, lack so much practical skills that I wouldn’t even let them manage my 6-year-old daughter’s municipal soccer field. Contrary to what the GCSAA is implies with its marketing, not all certified superintendents are equal in their abilities, no matter how many written exams they may pass or continuing education credits (CEUs) they accumulate. The simple fact remains: Certification does not, in any way, guarantee actual job performance success.

One undisputed fact about the certification program is that superintendents who have achieved this designation earn, on average, a higher salary than non-certified superintendents — nearly $10,000 more according to GCSAA’s annual Compensation and Benefits Report. It’s very easy to know this because it’s boldly stated on almost every certification marketing piece that comes out of the GCSAA headquarters. This year’s report, again, echoed this undeniable higher salary trend, at least among the certified members who are male. Oddly, this value-added feature of the certification designation appears not to translate to certified members who are women. According to these same reports over the past three years, female certified superintendents earn, on average, about $6,000 to $10,000 less than their Class A counterparts. I doubt that this fact will be prominently featured on any certification marketing materials.

As stated before, I think a certification program is probably a good idea for our industry, but not at the expense of making 85 percent of the dues-paying members, who are not certified, feel like they’re second-class members to the certified superintendents.

More than ever, we need to find ways to come together as an association to cope with the harsh economic reality that lies before us — not continue to find new ways to segregate the membership. Until the certification program can be retooled and marketed to not elevate the minority members by denigrating the majority members, the certification program will continue to divide the membership at its very core.
course management industry, this is a globally recognized symbol that proves you are committed to the highest level of professionalism in your field. The game of golf along with the environment and the economy are always changing. To be the best, you need to continuously learn, adapt and improve. Certification is a measure of your ability (and willingness) to do that by achieving and maintaining high standards through education and experience.

Becoming certified isn’t some rubber stamp you get simply by paying a fee. Certification begins with meeting eligibility requirements, based on your level of post-secondary education. This determines the number of years of experience and continuing education required to become a CGCS program applicant. Once you meet the requirements to apply to the program, you'll complete an educational worksheet and send it with an official copy of your college transcript. If you are verified as eligible to apply, you have one year to complete your examination and the attesting of your golf facility.

The certification will validate your competencies through three methods: a portfolio, which can be started at any time in your career; a closed-book, multiple-choice exam, which must be successfully completed within one year of application; and the attesting of your golf course facility.

Some people will counter my argument by claiming I’m saying you can’t be a good superintendent without a CGCS certification. This could not be further from the truth. But don’t you want to be the best you can be?

The accounting, aviation, health care and construction industries all have professional organizations that keep members at the top of their games. It is the same with golf course management. Do you want somebody monitoring air traffic who doesn’t have Federal Aviation Administration certification? Wouldn’t you rather have a Certified Public Accountant monitoring your finances than somebody who simply knows how to use a calculator? With certification and the GCSAA behind us, we are stronger and more able to share information and emerging trends. We also challenge each other to think more, do more and achieve more both individually and as a group.

There’s a difference between just having a job and being part of a profession. A job
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